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Acampa

Contacto

Nombre: masteradmin

Nombre de la

Compañía:

Administrator (creador de este

portal)

País: Puerto Rico

Teléfono:

Datos del listado

General

Nombre: Acampa

Teléfono: (787) 706-0695

Dirección: Ave. Piñero 1221

Pueblo: San Juan

Código postal: 00920

Descripción: About

Established in 1997,

Acampa is the only store

in the Caribbean

specializing in high

quality outdoor gear. Our

staff of certified outdoor

professionals provide

expert services whether

you are preparing for a

caving expedition, a hike

in El Yunque, or a trip

abroad.

Our adventures combine

hiking, rappelling, zipline,

cave exploring, waterfall

climbing, and more with

fascinating historical and

environmental education

about the island. Enjoy a

rush of excitement while

you explore the natural

beauty of Puerto Rico!
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Acampa provides nature

adventures for those who

seek a unique and exciting

ecotourism experience.

Nature Adventures

We offer all-inclusive

classic and custom

adventures to help you

explore Puerto Rico’s

spectacular natural

beauty. After you spend a

day with our

knowledgeable guides,

zip-line a cross a canyon

high in the central

mountains or wading in a

pool at the base of an

inviting waterfall, you’ll

know first-hand why

Puerto Rico is called “the

Island of Enchantment!”

Outdoor Store

We specialize in high

quality, lightweight

outdoor gear for those

who want to make the

most of their time in the

outdoors. Our store

carries a wide variety of

gear to outfit all kind of

people: backpackers, rock

climbers, spelunkers, boy

scouts, and world

travelers.

Testimonials

Our clients are loyal to

Acampa because of the

high level of personalized

customer service they
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receive, whether they are

stopping by the store or

spending a day with one

of our guides. To read

what our custom.

Portal: www.acampapr.com
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